
Get 15% Off
a Mattress from Mattressman 

Call the Mattressman Team for your discount: 0800 5677625 

TRADE SALES

Get 15% OffGet 15% OffGet 15% Off



View the range online at: www.mattressman.co.uk/contract
* Orders over £45 qualify for FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY made before 4pm Monday to Thursday.

Mattressman are delighted to offer a 15% 
discount across their entire range to all 
partners of the Original Cottage Company. 
The Mattressman trade department 
specialise in high-quality mattresses for 
holiday cottages, hotels, and more, with an 
extensive trade range to suit all budgets.

Mattressman’s trade department offer a 
luxurious pocket sprung mattress range, and 
highly recommend the Hotel Two Pocket and 
Hotel Four Pocket mattresses. The Hotel Two 
pocket is perfect if you’re on a tighter budget, 
containing 1000 pocket springs that mould
to the body to support your guests 
throughout the night, as well as durable 
man-made fillings. The upgraded Hotel Four 
Pocket contains a massive 2000 pocket 
springs, and natural wool and cotton fillings 
for incredible comfort. Pocket sprung 
mattresses are ideal for couples, with the 
individual movement of the springs limiting 
disturbance between partners.

For versatility, why not go for a zip-and-link 
mattress? You can buy the Hotel Two Pocket, 
Hotel Four Pocket, and many others in the 
Mattressman trade range in zip-and-link form. 
Zip-and-link mattresses come in either king 
size or super king size, and can be split into 
two small single or single mattresses, allowing 
you to convert your rooms from doubles
to twins and back again with ease.

Every mattress in the Mattressman trade 
range is Source 5 flammability standard or 
higher, and orders over £45 qualify for free 
delivery the next working day.* 

Browse the full range of domestic and trade 
mattresses at: www.mattressman.co.uk
then call the trade department on
0800 5677625 to get the best deals, plus an 
exclusive 15% discount for partners of the 
Original Cottage Company!

The Hotel 2 Pocket 
The Hotel Two Pocket has 1000 pocket springs but
luxurious amounts more fillings than the Hotel one,
giving more of a medium to firm feel, with the
hypoallergenic fillings, this mattress has a great feel
for any guest staying at your residence.

The Hotel 4 Pocket 

The Hotel Four Pocket comes to you with a massive
2000 pocket springs and luxury natural fillings of wool
and cotton for the perfect night’s sleep. The pocket
springs provide body moulding technology, minimising 
tossing and turning and soothing aches and pains.
A source 5 cover sees that the product covers all
legislations to perfectly sit within your establishment.
A rod edge combined with the British Bed Company’s
own Bulldog Border creates a greatly extended
sleeping surface and also stops the sides from sagging, 
increasing the life span of the mattress. It also stops
you from rolling off the mattress. Guests will come
back for more, just to sleep on this mattress.TRADE SALES
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Our relationship with you as our home owners is important to us so we are continuing to look at 
developing associations with companies who can offer you a discount on the essentials for your holiday 
home.  We are delighted to announce a new partnership with Mattressman Ltd - please see details below.


